The Thyroid Nodule
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A 42-year-old woman presents with a palpable mass on the left side of her neck. She has no neck pain and no symptoms of thyroid dysfunction. Physical examination reveals a solitary, mobile thyroid nodule, 2 cm by 3 cm, without lymphadenopathy. The patient has no family history of thyroid disease and no history of external irradiation. Which investigations should be performed? Assuming that the nodule is benign, which, if any, treatment should be recommended?

In the United States, 4 to 7 percent of the adult population have a palpable thyroid nodule. However, only 1 of 20 clinically identified nodules is malignant. This corresponds to approximately 2 to 4 per 100,000 people per year, constituting only 1 percent of all cancers and 0.5 percent of all cancer deaths. Nodules are more common in women and increase in frequency with age and with decreasing iodine intake. The prevalence is much greater with the inclusion of nodules that are detected by ultrasonography or at autopsy. By the latter assessment, approximately 50 percent of 60-year-old persons have thyroid nodules.

The clinical spectrum ranges from the incidental, asymptomatic, small, solitary nodule, in which the exclusion of cancer is the major concern, to the large, partly intrathoracic nodule that causes pressure symptoms, for which treatment is warranted regardless of cause. The most common diagnoses and their approximate distributions are colloid nodules, cysts, and thyroiditis (in 80 percent of cases); benign follicular neoplasms (in 10 to 15 percent); and thyroid carcinoma (in 5 percent).

The management of a solitary thyroid nodule remains controversial. This review will focus on the management of a solitary thyroid nodule that is detected on physical examination, regardless of the finding of additional nodules by radionuclide scanning or ultrasonography, since such a finding does not alter the risk of cancer.
do not cause clinically significant thyroid cancer. The fact that ultrasonography detects nodules (a third of which are more than 20 mm in diameter) in up to 50 percent of patients with a normal neck examination underscores the low specificity and sensitivity of clinical examination. When two or more risk factors that indicate a high clinical suspicion are present, the likelihood of cancer approaches 100 percent. In such cases, biopsy is still useful to guide the type of surgery (Fig. 1).

Laboratory Investigations
Because clinical examination is not sensitive for identifying thyroid dysfunction, laboratory evaluation of thyroid function is routinely warranted. The only biochemical test routinely needed is measurement of the serum thyrotropin level. If this level is subnormal, levels of free thyroxine or free triiodothyronine should be measured to document the presence and degree of hyperthyroidism. Approximately 10 percent of patients with a solitary nodule have a suppressed level of serum thyrotropin, which suggests a benign hyperfunctioning nodule. If the serum thyrotropin concentration is elevated, a serum antithyroid peroxidase antibody level should be obtained to confirm Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. However, the finding of an elevated level does not obviate the need for a fine-needle aspiration biopsy, since the practitioner must rule out a coexisting cancer, including lymphoma, which accounts for only 5 percent of thyroid cancers but is associated with Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. Nearly all patients with thyroid cancer are euthyroid.

If a patient has a family history of medullary thyroid cancer or multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2, a basal serum calcitonin level should be obtained; an elevated level suggests medullary thyroid cancer. Before surgery is performed, investigation for primary hyperparathyroidism and pheochromocytoma should be carried out. Serum calcitonin is not routinely measured in patients who have no suggestive family history, since medullary carcinoma is present in only about 1 of 250 patients with a thyroid nodule.

Imaging of the Thyroid Nodule
Radionuclide Scanning
Radionuclide scanning, which is performed much more commonly in Europe than in the United States, may be used to identify whether a nodule is functioning (Fig. 2). A functioning nodule, with or without suppression of extranodular uptake, is nearly always benign, whereas a nonfunctioning nodule, constituting approximately 90 percent of nodules, has a 5 percent risk of being malignant. Thus, in the patient with a suppressed level of serum thyrotropin, radionuclide confirmation of a functioning nodule may obviate the need for biopsy. A scan can also indicate whether a clinically solitary nodule is a dominant nodule in an otherwise multinodular gland and can reveal substernal extension of the thyroid. A scan can be performed with iodine-123, iodine-131, or technetium-99m-labeled pertechnetate. Iodine isotopes, which are both trapped and bound organically in the thyroid, are preferred, since 3 to 8 percent of nodules that appear functioning on pertechnetate scanning may appear nonfunctioning on radioiodine scanning, and a few of those nodules may be thyroid cancers. A scan cannot be used to measure the size of a nodule accurately.

Ultrasoundography
Ultrasoundography can accurately detect nonpalpable nodules, estimate the size of the nodule and the volume of the goiter, and differentiate simple cysts, which have a low risk of being malignant, from solid nodules or from mixed cystic and solid nodules, which have a 5 percent risk of being malignant (Fig. 3). Ultrasoundography also provides guidance for diagnostic procedures (e.g., fine-needle aspiration biopsy) as well as therapeutic procedures (e.g., cyst aspiration, ethanol injection, or laser therapy) and facilitates the monitoring of the ef-
Figure 1. Algorithm for the Cost-Effective Evaluation and Treatment of a Clinically Detectable Solitary Thyroid Nodule.

In the case of a strong clinical suspicion of cancer, surgery is recommended, regardless of the results of fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB). In the case of a suppressed level of serum thyrotropin, thyroid scintigraphy should be performed, since a functioning nodule almost invariably rules out cancer. In the case of a nondiagnostic FNAB, a repeated biopsy yields a satisfactory aspirate in 50 percent of cases. If ultrasonography reveals additional nodules that are more than 10 mm in diameter, FNAB could be performed on one other nodule, in addition to the one that is clinically detectable. The therapeutic options shown cover both solid and cystic nodules. In the case of a recurrent cyst, the possibilities of treatment are repeated FNAB, surgery, and ethanol injection. I do not recommend levothyroxine therapy for the thyroid nodule.
In one study, among patients who had been referred for evaluation of a palpable thyroid abnormality, ultrasonography altered the clinical management in two thirds of cases, mainly by identifying nodules that were smaller than 1 cm (which were not considered to require further evaluation) in 20 percent of the patients and by discovering additional nodules (which required biopsy) in 24 percent of the patients. Characteristics revealed by ultrasonography — such as hypoechochogenicity, microcalcifications, irregular margins, increased nodular flow visualized by Doppler, and, especially, the evidence of invasion or regional lymphadenopathy — are associated with an increased risk of cancer; however, sonographic findings cannot reliably distinguish between benign and cancerous lesions.

Other Methods
Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging also cannot reliably differentiate between malignant and benign nodules. These tests are rarely indicated in the evaluation of a nodule. An exception is in the diagnosis and evaluation of substernal goiters, since these imaging techniques can assess the extent of the goiter more precisely than can other techniques and can evaluate tracheal compression. Evaluation of glucose metabolism by positron-emission tomography using fluodeoxyglucose (fluorodeoxyglucose) F 18 may help in distin-

Figure 2. Scintigram of a Solitary Functioning Nodule in the Right Thyroid Lobe.
Scintigraphy that was performed with the use of technetium-99m–labeled pertechnetate shows suppression of extranodular uptake in thyroid tissue.

Figure 3. Cross-Sectional Ultrasonogram Showing a Solid, Hypoechoic Nodule (Dark Gray) in the Right Thyroid Lobe.

Figure 4. Scintigram of a Bilateral Nodular Thyroid.
Scintigraphy that was performed with the use of technetium-99m–labeled pertechnetate shows a solitary functioning nodule in the right lobe.

Figure 5. Cross-Sectional Ultrasonogram Showing Bilateral Nodules (Gray Areas) in the Thyroid Lobes.

Fine-needle aspiration biopsy
Independent of morphology, fine-needle aspiration provides the most direct and specific information about a thyroid nodule. It is performed on an outpatient basis, is relatively inexpensive, and is easy to learn. Complications are rare and mainly involve local discomfort. The use of anticoagulants or salicylates does not preclude biopsy. In centers with experience in fine-needle aspiration, the use of this technique has been estimated to reduce the number of thyroidectomies by approximately 50 percent, to roughly double the surgical confirmation of carcinoma, and to reduce the overall cost of medical care by 25 percent, as compared with surgery performed on the basis of clinical findings alone.

Fine-needle aspiration has diagnostically useful results in about 80 percent of cases, typically with two to four passes of the needle. The number of cases in which sufficient samples are obtained increases if aspiration is guided by ultrasonography, especially in nodules that are partly cystic, and repeated biopsy reduces by half the rate of insufficient samples (to about 10 percent). The diagnostic accuracy of fine-needle aspiration depends on the
TREATMENT OF THE SOLITARY THYROID NODULE

The natural history of solitary thyroid nodules is poorly understood, mainly because nodules that are suspicious for cancer, cause pressure, or prompt reports of cosmetic problems are rarely left untreated. With this reservation, it seems that the majority of benign nonfunctioning nodules grow, particularly those that are solid. With the exception of calcitonin immunostaining for medullary carcinoma, there are no reliable immunohistologic or molecular tests for distinguishing between benign and malignant nodules.

Treatment with levothyroxine at a dose sufficient to keep the serum thyrotropin at a level below 0.1 mU per liter has been suggested as a way to prevent growth of an apparently benign nodule. However, this approach has clear limitations. A recent meta-analysis showed no significant difference in the size of nodules after 6 to 12 months of suppressive therapy with levothyroxine, as compared with no treatment, although the size of the nodules decreased by more than 50 percent in a larger proportion of levothyroxine-treated patients than in patients who had no treatment. The likelihood of such shrinkage is greater when serum thyrotropin is suppressed to a level below 0.1 mU per liter than it is when the level is below 0.3 mU. In a five-year, randomized trial, suppression to below 0.1 mU per liter significantly reduced the frequency with which new nodules developed (i.e., 8 percent of patients who were treated with levothyroxine as compared with 29 percent of untreated patients). However, therapy with levothyroxine to reduce thyrotropin levels below 0.1 mU per liter is associated with an increased risk of atrial fibrillation, other cardiac abnormalities, and reduced bone density. Regrowth of nodules occurs after cessation of therapy. Levothyroxine has no effect on the recurrence of thyroid cysts after aspiration.

Surgery

The main indications for surgery are clinical or cytologic features suggestive of cancer or symptoms due to the nodule (Table 1). If preoperative cytology suggests a benign lesion, hemithyroidectomy is generally preferred. Postoperative administration of levothyroxine is indicated only in cases of hypothyroidism. When surgery is performed by a specialist, the incidence of complications is low (i.e., postoperative hypoparathyroidism in 1 percent of cases and injuries to the recurrent laryngeal nerve in about 1 percent), but the complication rate is higher for less experienced surgeons and those without special training.

Radioiodine

Radioiodine is an option for treatment of a functioning nodule, with or without biochemical hypothyroidism. It is contraindicated in pregnant and breast-feeding women. Normalization of the results of thyroid radionuclide scanning and the serum thyrotropin level (often referred to as a “cure”) is achieved in 75 percent of patients, and thyroid volume is reduced an average of 40 percent, after a single dose of iodine-131 aiming at a level of 100 Gy, independent of pretreatment thyroid function. The main side effect is hypothyroidism, which occurs in approximately 10 percent of patients within five years after treatment and increases in frequency over time. This risk is unrelated to dose but is greater in patients with thyroid peroxidase antibodies and with iodine uptake in extranodular thyroid tissue. Most nodules do not disappear after radioiodine therapy but may become...
harder on palpation and may reveal unusual cytologic features as a result of irradiation. Thyroid function should be checked regularly during the first year and yearly thereafter in order to detect hypothyroidism. Nodules are unlikely to grow after radioiodine therapy, but if growth occurs, a biopsy may be warranted.

Percutaneous Ethanol Injection

A number of studies have suggested a benefit of ultrasonographically guided ethanol injection in the treatment of benign functioning and nonfunctioning solid thyroid nodules as well as cystic nodules. The mechanism of effect involves coagulative necrosis and small-vessel thrombosis. The procedure requires prior documentation of benign cytology, skill, and experience; drawbacks include local pain and a potential risk of serious side effects (Table 2). There are few data from controlled trials to support this approach.

Available data suggest that multiple injections of ethanol (a median of four) can achieve a complete cure (i.e., a normalization of results of radionuclide scanning and serum thyrotropin measures) in two thirds of patients with hyperfunctioning nodules and three quarters of patients with functioning nodules without hyperthyroidism. In solid nonfunctioning nodules that are solitary and cytologically benign, a single ethanol injection has been shown to reduce the volume of nodules by approximately 50 percent. Additional ethanol injections have only a limited effect.

In thyroid cysts, the recurrence rate after aspiration is high. Tetracycline, a sclerosing agent, had no effect in a randomized study. Uncontrolled studies have suggested that ethanol injection may prevent the recurrence of cysts. A recent randomized, double-blind study involving a six-month follow-up period reported that 21 of 33 patients (64 percent) who were treated with ethanol were cured after one session, as compared with 6 of 33 patients (18 percent) who were treated with saline.

**Table 2. Treatment of the Single Nonmalignant Thyroid Nodule.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surgery</td>
<td>Nodule ablation, complete relief of symptoms, definite histologic diagnosis</td>
<td>Need for hospitalization, high cost, risks associated with surgery, vocal-cord paralysis (approximately 1% of patients), hypoparathyroidism (&lt;1%), hypothyroidism (approximately 1%*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levothyroxine</td>
<td>No need for hospitalization, low cost, may slow nodule growth, may prevent new nodule formation</td>
<td>Low efficacy, need for lifelong treatment, regrowth of nodule after cessation of treatment, cardiac tachyarrhythmias, reduced bone density, not feasible when thyrotrpin level is suppressed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radioiodine†</td>
<td>No need for hospitalization, low cost, few subjective side effects, nodule reduced by 40% in 1 yr</td>
<td>Use of contraceptives needed in fertile women, only gradual reduction of the nodule, hypothyroidism within 5 yr (10% of patients), risk of radiation thyroiditis and thyrotoxicosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol injection</td>
<td>No need for hospitalization, relatively low cost, no hypothyroidism, nodule reduced by 45% in 6 mo</td>
<td>Limited experience with treatment, decreasing efficacy with increasing nodule size, success dependent on operator's skill, painful (reducing compliance), risk of thyrotoxicosis and vocal-cord paralysis (approximately 1–2%), seepage of ethanol, interpretation of cytologic and histologic findings impeded in treated nodules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser therapy§</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* This risk applies only to the case of hemithyroidectomy.
† This treatment is used only for the functioning thyroid nodule.
‡ Side effects due to the seepage of ethanol outside the nodule, which are rare (occurring in about 1 percent of patients), comprise nerve damage, perinodular or periglandular fibrosis jeopardizing subsequent surgery, thrombosis of the jugular vein, and neck hematomas.
§ Laser therapy is still experimental, and experience with it is limited. The advantages are the same as those of ethanol injection, but side effects are probably more limited because the higher degree of control with laser therapy limits the risk of extranodular damage.

**Areas of Uncertainty**

There are no data from studies comparing the outcome and cost-effectiveness of various strategies of evaluating a nodule (e.g., using radionuclide imaging and ultrasonographic guidance for fine-needle aspiration). There are also insufficient data comparing the outcome (including quality of life) of various management approaches in the absence of cancer.
Clinical-practice guidelines were published in 1996 by the American Thyroid Association (www.thyroid.org/professionals/publications/guidelines.html) and the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists (www.aace.com/clin/guidelines/thyroid_nodules.pdf). The recommendations of both organizations correspond with those provided here. Radionuclide scanning is not routinely recommended, but it is advocated in the case of a suppressed level of serum thyrotropin or the finding of follicular neoplasia with the use of fine-needle aspiration. Thyroid ultrasonography is recommended to guide fine-needle aspiration, especially in nodules that are small and incidental or are partly cystic or from which primary fine-needle aspiration has yielded insufficient material. Fine-needle biopsy of all possibly malignant nodules (which are not defined in the guidelines) is advocated. If the cytology is benign, repeated biopsy is seldom indicated.

In the case of a benign nodule, periodic lifelong follow-up every 6 to 24 months (including measurement of serum thyrotropin levels, neck palpation, and fine-needle aspiration in case of growth or other suspicious signs) is recommended. For a functioning benign nodule, iodine-131 is considered the treatment of choice, with surgery as an alternative, especially if the nodule is very large, partly cystic or if the patient is young; treatment is more strongly recommended if the serum thyrotropin level is decreased or overt hyperthyroidism is present, because of adverse effects on bone and the cardiovascular system. For a nonfunctioning benign nodule, there is no clear recommendation on the use of levothyroxine, although this therapy is considered contraindicated when the serum thyrotropin level is suppressed, in patients more than 60 years old, and in postmenopausal women. If levothyroxine therapy is used, regular reassessment (the interval is not defined in the guidelines) is recommended, with monitoring of serum thyrotropin levels, which should be subnormal but measurable. The guidelines do not address ethanold injection and laser therapy.

For the patient who presents with a nodule, as in the case described in the vignette, the main concern is to exclude the possibility of thyroid cancer, even though the vast majority of nodules are benign (Fig. 1). The initial evaluation should include measurement of the serum thyrotropin level and a fine-needle aspiration, preferably guided by ultrasonography. If the patient has a family history of medullary thyroid carcinoma or multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2, the serum calcitonin level should also be checked. If the thyrotropin level is suppressed, radionuclide scanning should be performed. In patients less than 20 years old, and in the case of a high clinical suspicion for cancer (e.g., follicular neoplasia as diagnosed by fine-needle aspiration and a nonfunctioning nodule revealed on scanning), the patient should be offered hemithyroidectomy regardless of the results of fine-needle aspiration.

In the case of a functioning benign nodule, iodine-131 is generally the therapy of choice, independent of concomitant hyperthyroidism. For nonfunctioning cystic nodules, aspiration and ethanol injection therapy may be considered, and ethanol injection or laser therapy if the nodules are solid, but data to support the use of these therapies are limited. My usual approach after documenting benign cytology is to follow the patient yearly with neck palpation and measurement of the serum thyrotropin level, with repeated ultrasonography and fine-needle aspiration if there is evidence of growth of the nodule. I do not recommend levothyroxine therapy to shrink or prevent growth of benign nodules because of the drug’s low efficacy and potential side effects.
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